REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
CONCORD UNIVERSITY
RFB#CU2404 SECURITY CAMERAS

ADDENDUM #1

1. **Question:** Are any type of bonds to be submitted (bid/performance/labor-material/maintenance)?

   **Answer:** No.

2. **Question:** Are layout drawings for the buildings available?

   **Answer:** Yes. They are being posted along with this document.

3. **Question:** Are camera locations shown on the layout drawings?

   **Answer:** No, placement of the cameras will be determined by the vendor to best cover the areas required.

4. **Question:** Will a lift truck be required for the camera installation and cabling?

   **Answer:** No.

5. **Question:** What is the desired storage and recording requirement? This will decide how many hard disk drives to be installed in each NVR.

   **Answer:** 40TB

6. **Question:** Will any PoE switches/extenders be required?

   **Answer:** No. Concord University will provide the switches required in each building with POE for connecting the cameras.
7. **Question:** Is there a cost estimate or budget?

   **Answer:** Yes. The cost is not to exceed $600,000.

8. **Question:** Is there a start date for the project to begin? Is there an end date as well?

   **Answer:** The start of the project is contingent upon the release of deferred maintenance funds by the State of West Virginia.